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Get Career Confident Offers
Careers Interviews
Ensures 1 careers interview with professional advisor before end of yr 11 and yr 13 (1400 interviews at 13 
schools). Now providing a broader offer across Sussex through sign up on our website.

CPD
CPD and training for careers advisors and staff at 13 schools as well as other IAG events

Careers Education Resources
Open source, localised video & other resources to support careers delivery in school and for parents and students 
to access in own time. Additional support through three online social media channels with content differentiated for 
each audience



What we are going to cover

- What is Motivation
- Theories of Motivation
- What does being Motivated feel like?
- How are young people feeling at the moment?
- Why has the lockdown had this effect on Motivation?
- How can we encourage a feeling of Motivation: Control vs Choices, 

Challenge & Curiosity and Cooperation, Competition & Recognition
- Example scenario
- Tools to support Motivation
- Final Thoughts



What is motivation?

‘a reason or reasons for acting or behaving in a particular way’

‘derived from the word 'motive' meaning needs, desires, wants or drives within 
individuals. It is the process of stimulating people to action to accomplish goals.’ 

‘Motivation is the process that initiates, guides, and maintains goal-oriented 
behaviors. It is what causes you to act, whether it is getting a glass of water to reduce 
thirst or reading a book to gain knowledge. Motivation involves the biological, 
emotional, social, and cognitive forces that activate behavior.’



Theories of Motivaton

Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs - five categories ranging from basic survival needs like 
food and shelter to the need for self-actualization

Carrot and Stick Approach - 
two primary components: incentives and fear/obligations. 

Motivation-Hygiene Theory/2 Factor theory - 
satisfaction or dissatisfaction. Environmental 
adaptation to encourage factors that lead to 
satisfaction such as achievement, recognition and advancement, while reducing those 
causing dissatisfaction include work conditions, salary and peer relationships.



What does being Motivated feel like? 

Intrinsic - internal reward e.g a sense of meaning, of progress, accomplishment or 
competence. Having a personal answer for the question ‘why am I doing this?’

Vs

Extrinsic - performing a behavior or engaging in an activity to earn a reward or avoid 
punishment

External rewards or reinforcements for an already internally rewarding activity can 
actually make the activity less intrinsically rewarding. This phenomenon is known as 
the overjustification effect.

Extrinsic rewards can increase productivity e.g. cash for grades. 
But the quality of work is influenced by intrinsic factors. 

https://www.verywellmind.com/the-incentive-theory-of-motivation-2795382
https://www.verywellmind.com/what-is-reinforcement-2795414
https://www.verywellmind.com/what-is-the-overjustification-effect-2795386


How Motivated are students feeling at the moment?

Unifrog Research

https://www.unifrog.org/insights


Why has the lock down had this effect on Motivation?

- Absence of exams to work towards (extrinsic motivation/carrot removed!)
- In the UniFrog survey 2/3 of Year 11 and Year 13s are expecting their 

calculated grades to be worse than if they’d sat exams in the summer which is 
likely contributing to the negative impact on students’ motivation. 

- Lack of Structure/Routine
- Confliction of desire for autonomy coupled with new freedom
- Lack of support (teachers and friends)
- Too much social media
- Motivation is a result of a pull by a desire or a push by a drive….the limbo of the 

pandemic has minimised both these for many people



How can we encourage a feeling of Motivation - 
Control vs Choices

Control vs Choices: People want control over themselves and their environments
and want to determine what they pursue. Choices = responsibility and ownership 
provide more opportunity for intrinsic motivation. As educators it’s important to 
provide a framework of collaboration not control but teens also need help to create 
an environment that facilitates goal setting and achieving.

Suggestions
- Assume no willpower and remove temptations instead (who only has 1 chip!)
- Encourage environmental changes & remove distractions (shape environment to shape behaviour) 
- Relax ‘rules’ so they have less to rebel against e.g. encourage them to work 

more flexibly, to explore their own interests, take more breaks, focus on 
the areas on work that do interest them.

- Support routines - especially a self imposed structure 
- Encourage elements necessary for success good food, sleep, exercise
- Ask them to consider when they say yes to playing computer games (for e.g.) 

what are they saying no to?



How can we encourage a feeling of Motivation - 
Challenge & Curiosity

Challenge & Curiosity: People are more motivated when they pursue goals with 
personal meaning and when attaining the goal is possible but not necessarily 
certain. Internal motivation is increased when something in the physical 
environment grabs the individual's attention (sensory curiosity). It also occurs 
when something about the activity stimulates the person to want to learn more 
(cognitive curiosity).

Suggestions
- help young people find their long and short term aspiration and focus. Exposure 
to inspiration is key (e.g. SeeToBe videos), help them connect the short with the 
long term “short-term sacrifice for long-term gain.”
- Push back on things they don’t like ‘You might not like it but how can you still 
succeed….?!’
- To the coasters remind them - “It’s not how talented you are that matters, it’s 
how dedicated you are that counts.” Give them stretch goals if they are bored.



How can we encourage a feeling of Motivation -
Cooperation, competition and recognition

Cooperation, competition & recognition: Intrinsic motivation can be increased in 
situations where people gain satisfaction from helping others. It also applies to 
cases where they are able to compare their own performance favorably to that of 
others. People enjoy having their accomplishment recognized by others, which can 
increase internal motivation.

Suggestions
- Find out if there are areas in their life where they do show commitment and 
motivation e.g. playing computer games, sports, music, their friends and why that is 
e.g. they like the competition, it’s fun, being with friends. Consider how they can 
bring these elements into their work. 
- Can they help their friends with their work/aspirations?
- Show appreciation - recognise and compliment what they are doing well



Example scenario

You are working with a 
student who is not doing as well as 
predicted with their grades.

Answer 1: Why are you failing?

Answer 2: What kinds of grades do you think you 

can achieve?

Answer 3: Why aren't you working hard enough?

What question would you ask them first? (Poll)



Example scenario

Think about the principles of choice and challenge.
By asking your teen what they consider attainable grades for their potential you are 
encouraging choice and self reflection. 

This gives you some important information about how they view their skills and a starting place 
for encouragement and challenge.

Help them to then break down the tasks they need to do and how it fits with the other things in 
their life - remember when you say yes to something what are you saying no to? As careers 
advisor etc we can also connect their grades with career aspirations.

The end result is you have given then control over solving the problem showing you value their 
opinion, believe in their potential, and trust their judgement enough to ask for it. And they have 
learned how to take ownership when things aren’t going the way they would hope.



Tools to support Motivation
- SMART Goals
- Habits:

First 10 days = Unbearable 
Next 10 Days = uncomfortable
Following 10 days = UNSTOPPABLE

- Regular check ins that are fun/engaging 
eg. quizzes, prizes, recognition of small achievements

- To don’t lists to reduce anxiety
- Use visual tools and help them break down goals 

into achievable tasks - empower them to create a plan they 
can deliver themselves

- Ask the 5 whys (avoid assumptions)
- Motivational interviewing - empathy, reflect back discrepancies 

between current behaviour in relation to goals. 
- Reframe focus with positive affirmation - reflect on 3 good things every night
- Take care of wellbeing - get the basics right - food/sleep/exercise/nature



Final Thoughts and More Reading

As educators we can feel demotivated too so use these tips 
and techniques to support yourself too. You deserve it!

Consider this as an opportunity where suddenly you have the 
space and time to do things differently.

More reading visit 
https://www.empoweringparents.com/article/how-to-motivate-t
eenagers-part-1/

http://garygilles.com/blog/motivating-adolescents-helping-your-
teen-toward-responsible-choices-2/

https://www.empoweringparents.com/article/how-to-motivate-teenagers-part-1/
https://www.empoweringparents.com/article/how-to-motivate-teenagers-part-1/
http://garygilles.com/blog/motivating-adolescents-helping-your-teen-toward-responsible-choices-2/
http://garygilles.com/blog/motivating-adolescents-helping-your-teen-toward-responsible-choices-2/


What we have coming up!

Staff webinars
Delivered by Miranda Glavin
How do we do careers now we are not in school
How to help students find and maintain motivation during lock down  
Integrating careers into your online curriculum 

Delivered by Janet Colledge - Career Defender
Range of webinars on careers planning.

Parent/Carer Webinars
Webinars focussed on parents/carers of students in years 10, 11, 12 and 13. Delivered by 
Elev8Careers advisors.

https://www.getcareerconfident.co.uk/teachers-advisors/webinars
http://www.outstandingcareers.co.uk/
https://www.getcareerconfident.co.uk/parents/live-zoom-sessions-for-parents-and-carers


Remember this won’t be forever!


